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Hit children's television show LazyTown is back, celebrating its tenth anniversary here in the UK with the announcement of a nationwide tour
of a brand-new stage show. And the much-anticipated LazyTown Live on Stage tour is coming to the New Theatre Royal on the 4th June.

Renowned telly programme LazyTown - which first aired here on national TV in 2005 - is a hit all over again with a brand-new generation of
boys and girls. It can be seen currently on Channel 5, ilkshake, Cartoon Network and Boomerang.

Presented by MEI International in association with GRT Entertainments, LazyTown Live on Stage offers youngsters the chance to enjoy an all-
new adventure with Sportacus, Robbie Rotten, Stephanie and Ziggy from the TV series. Pete Tobit of GRT Entertainments promises a non-
stop, highly-interactive and energetic treat, jam-packed with singing, dancing, spectacular acrobatics, music and fun.

"We can promise that Robbie will be at his rottenest worst," says Pete.

"Meanwhile, Sportacus will be at his athletic, super-active best - running, jumping and flipping to save the day as he joins Stephanie in
coaxing Ziggy to enjoy a more active lifestyle."

The TV series has been lauded for promoting a healthy, active lifestyle to children via entertaining and positive storylines.

All the songs from the legendary TV programme feature, including No One's Lazy in LazyTown, Bing Bang, Never Say Never, Master of
Disguise, Welcome to LazyTown and Time to Play, as the benefits of "sports candy" (apples and a variety of other fruit) are introduced in
inspirational style.

From international producers of children's television hits Ben 10 Live, Barney and Friends, Charlie and Lola and Smurfs Live On Stage, children
are invited to meet their favourite LazyTown characters and learn how to be a real super hero.

"It's time to go, go, go, get up LazyTown," says Pete, "in a wonderful stage show spectacular suitable for ages 3 to 103!"

For tickets, telephone the Box Office on 023 92 649000.
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